Please create a wiki page here in the redmine project that describes the physical pySim test setup that we have at the sysmocom office, i.e.

- what kind of readers + qty we have
- what kind of cards are inserted
- where the actual test code + data is found in the pysim repository

And also cover some high-level details such as

- that it is executed via a jenkins job (which? include link)
- that it is used for verification of patches pushed into gerrit

Feel free to ask / reassign to dexter once the basics are there and you are running out of details you know.

History

#1 - 05/05/2020 05:42 PM - roh

i added a basic page on https://osmocom.org/projects/pysim/wiki/TestRig
and a link on https://osmocom.org/projects/pysim/wiki/Wiki#Testing

please check if you see any details i should elaborate on more, or if i should draw up some pictures or add photos (i have some but they are not good, need to make new ones)

there is also a jenkins job https://jenkins.osmocom.org/jenkins/job/master-sysmo-usim-tool/ which i currently refrained to link there, since it doesn't share any code but only the hardware setup and would confuse some users

#2 - 05/05/2020 05:42 PM - roh

- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

#3 - 05/05/2020 08:22 PM - laforge

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 50 to 100